
Subject: Re: System failure.
Posted by Caveman on Mon, 15 Oct 2007 14:06:24 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Dave Anderson wrote on Mon, 15 October 2007 14:20The Prescott CPU is a socket 478.  (They
are dream overclockers).  I've tried resetting the CMOS via the battery and jumpers to no avail. 
I've inspected the CPU and there are no burn marks that I can tell.  However, the CPU has seem
to have made grooves in my heatsink from the nasty clips that hold the heatsink down so tight.   I
don't know if that means anything though.

I do have another motherboard I can test the CPU in, but I'm not sure if that motherboard is good
still.  I guess I'll find out when I get home from school.

On the BIOS side of things I do not think the chip is removable/replaceable. 

I found my case speaker and put it in (forgot to do that awhile back) and there are no system
beeps still.  

My motherboard light is on, which according to my manual says the system is either ON, or on
SOFTOFF mode.  No idea what SOFTOFF mode is though.  

If the processor is bad, its not such a big deal twas getting a new one anyway, but right now I
guess I am more concerned if the motherboard is bad.  

The motherboard is a P4S800D-X that supports either the 533 or 800 Prescott chipsets.  Question
though...  if I overclocked the CPU and the FSB reached over 800, would the motherboard not be
able to support that?

I must have misread that you had no beeps. If you take out the CPU from a mobo it beeps like
crazy when you turn it on, if you're not receiving any, then your mobo is dead. You said the
keyboard doesn't get power, safe to say about the monitor aswell? I mean it gets power but its on
standby?
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